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About This Game

RollerCoaster Legends, the top-selling RollerCoaster on PlayStation VR is back, but this time you will be whisked away on an
adventure through Norse mythology!

RollerCoaster Legends II: Thor’s Hammer transports you to the mythical land of Loki and Thor. Travel to Asgard on the
rainbow Bifröst before flying through the home of the Elves in Alfheim. Descend into Helheim, home of the dead, and zip

through the cold winter weather of Niflheim while on a high-speed rollercoaster chase after the thief of Thor’s hammer, Loki.

You can choose to sit back relax and enjoy the ride or select the interactive mode to collect artifacts as you fly by. Whatever
takes your fancy.

Experience Norse mythology in an unbelievable seven minute non-stop rollercoaster ride made for virtual reality. High-quality
graphics and music will transport you to a world you have never seen before. Meet giants, elves, trolls and a fire-breathing

dragon while riding the coaster of a lifetime. This is not for the faint-hearted. Building off the RollerCoaster Legends legacy,
Thor’s Hammer is an entirely new experience you will not want to miss

Key Features:

Meet Thor and Loki in VR

Breathtaking environments
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Exciting twists, turns, and drops

Interactive and experience options

Built for minimal discomfort
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One of the best roller coaster experiences out there.
Nice little story, great visuals, and a decent length.
Works really well if you get a friend to rock your chair in time with the rollercoaster movements.
Perfect for introducing your friends to VR.. Excellent experience. Really put a smile on my face. Look forward to seeing other
experiences from the devs like this. My only gripe is the credits need to be untethered to the HMD. They need to be fixed so
you can look up and down and read without them moving about all over the place when you move your head. Apart from that
very good. Was a bit sad when it all ended tbh Definietely something worth playing multiple times.. I should have read the
forum before purchasing this one. I had no trouble with Legends I. But this one requires you to select from the menu to begin.
Do not buy if you have a WMR headset; the game does not recognize the controllers to start the game.. Excellent 15 minutes of
beautiful, creative, amazing VR fun. The only thing I would improve on is more near collisions or jump scares during the ride.

The roller coater is something you will want to share with friends and family. There is also a challenge that unlocks after taking
the coaster.

I did not have motion sickness on the most comfortable setting, except some in the challenge because I was looking all around
during the ride.

Recommend on sale, because the full price is steep for a very short experience.. WMR headsets are not supported. I cannot get
it to launch with the Odyssey - The lasers don't show up to point at the menues even though all other functions seem to work....
If you have a WMR headset, wait for a patch before jumping into this one.. To be honest, I do not understand the trend of these
<10min vr experiences that cost more that $1 much less $6?!?!

Pros:
- Multiple comfort settings to minimize motion sickness
- Pretty graphics
- A "challenge" mode to encourage players to ride again
- The music

Cons:
- The price - The whole ride take about 7 min
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